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Abstract

The balanced truncation approach to model reduction
is considered for linear discrete-time periodic systems
with time-varying dimensions. Stability of the reduced
model is proved and a guaranteed additive bound is
derived for the approximation error. These results
represent generalizations of the corresponding ones for
standard discrete-time systems. Two numerically reli-
able methods to compute reduced order models using
the balanced truncation approach are considered. The
square-root method and the potentially more accurate
balancing-free square-root method belong to the family
of methods with guaranteed enhanced computational
accuracy. The key numerical computation in both
methods is the determination of the Cholesky factors of
the periodic Gramian matrices by solving nonnegative
periodic Lyapunov equations with time-varying dimen-
sions directly for the Cholesky factors of the solutions.

1 Introduction

In this paper we address the balanced truncation (BT)
model reduction approach of linear periodic discrete-
time systems with time-varying dimensions. There are
several reasons to consider a time-varying state dimen-
sions setting for studying the model reduction problems
of periodic systems. The first reason is that generally
the minimal (i.e., reachable and observable) realization
of a periodic system with constant dimensions can have
a periodically varying state dimension [5, 4, 18]. For
such system the model reduction problem can not be
generally solved by using, for example, a pure balanc-
ing based approach since a minimal balanced realization
with constant dimensions may not exist even if the orig-
inal system has constant dimensions. Methods using
linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) were used in [9] with
the same goal of avoiding the need for existence of min-
imal balanced realizations. On contrary, a minimal bal-
anced realization with time-varying dimensions always
exists [18]. A second reason is that the proper formula-
tion of the periodic model reduction problem generally
produces reduced order models with time-varying di-
mensions. For example, imposing standard conditions

for the reduced system as stability, minimality and an
a priori specified bound for the approximation error,
leads usually to a periodically time-varying state di-
mension for the reduced order periodic system. Trying
to fulfill the same error bound by imposing constant
dimensions results usually in higher order approxima-
tions. Finally, allowing varying dimensions helps to de-
velop completely general numerical methods based on
truncation formulas able to address the reduction of
nonminimal stable periodic systems as well. Such a fea-
ture is not only desirable but is obligatory for a satisfac-
tory numerical method, otherwise even systems which
are nearly nonminimal can not be properly handled.
Note that all methods based on direct truncation for-
mulas to compute reduced order periodic systems can
fail when applied to nonminimal systems unless time-
varying dimensions are allowed.

In this paper we describe the BT model reduction ap-
proach for periodic systems with time-varying dimen-
sions and generalize well known results on stability and
minimality of the reduced system [13], and the guaran-
teed approximation error bounds for standard discrete-
time systems [1] to the periodic setting. For complete
generality we also allow time-varying dimensions for in-
put and output vectors. Our approach is based on re-
formulating the periodic model reduction problem as
a standard model reduction problem for time-invariant
discrete-time systems via the cyclic reformulation tech-
nique introduced in [12]. The derived error bound for
time-varying dimensions is essentially the same as the
bound derived in [9] using an LMIs-based balancing ap-
proach for constant dimension systems.

We also discuss numerical approaches to compute re-
duced order periodic systems by the BT method. A
first method belongs to the family of square-root meth-
ods with guaranteed enhanced computational accu-
racy. The matrices of the reduced periodic system
are computed using appropriate truncation matrices
determined exclusively using the Cholesky factors of
the periodic reachability and observability Gramians.
This method is a generalization of the square-root
method for standard systems [15] to the periodic case.
An alternative balancing-free square-root approach has



the advantage of a potentially better numerical accu-
racy in case of poorly scaled original systems. By
avoiding the use of possibly ill-conditioned balancing
based truncation formulas and by using instead well-
conditioned truncation matrices, the accuracy of com-
putations can be often significantly improved. This sec-
ond method extends the balancing-free square-root ap-
proach for standard systems [16] to periodic systems.
The key computation in both approaches is the solution
of nonnegative periodic Lyapunov equations with time-
varying dimensions directly for the Cholesky factors of
the periodic Gramians. For this purpose, a recently de-
veloped numerically reliable computational algorithm
is employed [18].

2 Preliminaries

Consider the linear discrete-time K-periodic system

xk+1 = Akxk + Bkuk

yk = Ckxk
(1)

where the matrices Ak ∈ Rnk+1×nk , Bk ∈ Rnk+1×mk ,
Ck ∈ Rpk×nk and the integers nk, mk, pk are periodic
with period K ≥ 1. The transition matrix of the sys-
tem (1) is defined by the nj × ni matrix ΦA(j, i) =
Aj−1Aj−2 · · ·Ai, where ΦA(i, i) := Ini . The state tran-
sition matrix over one period ΦA(j + K, j) ∈ Rnj×nj is
called the monodromy matrix of system (1) at time j
and its eigenvalues are called characteristic multipliers
at time j. Note that Λ(ΦA(j+K, j)) has always at least
nj − n zero elements, where n := mink{nk}. The rest
of n eigenvalues are independent of time j and form the
core characteristic multipliers [6]. The periodic system
(1) is asymptotically stable if all characteristic multi-
pliers belong to the open unit disk. For the definitions
of reachability, observability and minimality of periodic
systems we use the corresponding notions from [5] for
general time-varying systems.

Definition 1. The periodic system (1) is reachable at
time k if

rankGk = nk, (2)

where Gk is the infinite columns matrix

Gk = [ Bk−1 Ak−1Bk−2 · · · ΦA(k, i + 1)Bi · · · ]. (3)

The periodic system (1) is completely reachable if (2)
holds for all k.

Definition 2. The periodic system (1) is observable at
time k if

rankFk = nk, (4)

where Fk is the infinite rows matrix

Fk =




Ck

Ck+1Ak

...
CiΦA(i, k)

...




. (5)

The periodic system (1) is completely observable if (4)
holds for all k.

Definition 3. The periodic system (1) is minimal if it
is completely reachable and completely observable.

For an asymptotically stable periodic system, the
nk × nk reachability Gramian at time k is defined as

Pk :=
k−1∑

i=−∞
ΦA(k, i+1)BiB

T
i ΦA(k, i+1)T = GkGT

k ≥ 0,

where Gk is defined in (3). Similarly, the nk × nk ob-
servability Gramian at time k is defined as

Qk =
∞∑

i=k

ΦA(i, k)T CT
i CiΦA(i, k) = FT

k Fk ≥ 0.

with Fk defined by (5). Note that both Gramians are
K-periodic matrices. Using the definitions of reacha-
bility and observability we have the following results.

Proposition 1 The periodic system (1) is reachable at
time k iff Pk > 0 and is completely reachable iff Pk > 0
for k = 1, . . . , K−1.

Proposition 2 The periodic system (1) is observable
at time k iff Qk > 0 and is completely observable iff
Qk > 0 for k = 1, . . . , K−1.

Notation. For a K-periodic matrix Xk we use alter-
natively the script notation

X := diag (X0, X1, . . . , XK−1),

which associates the block-diagonal matrix X to the
cyclic matrix sequence Xk, k = 0, . . . , K−1. This no-
tation is consistent with the standard matrix opera-
tions as for instance addition, multiplication, inversion
as well as with several standard matrix decompositions
(Cholesky, SVD). We denote with σX the K-cyclic shift

σX = diag (X1, . . . , XK−1, X0)

of the cyclic sequence Xk, k = 0, . . . , K−1. By using
the script notation, the periodic system (1) will be al-
ternatively denoted by the triple (A,B, C) and the time-
varying state vector dimensions are denoted compactly
by n = (n0, ..., nK−1).



3 Balanced truncation method

For an asymptotically stable periodic system the two
Gramians are nonnegative definite and satisfy nonneg-
ative (or positive) discrete periodic Lyapunov equations
(PDPLEs) as follows: the reachability Gramian P sat-
isfies the forward-time PDPLE

σP = APAT + BBT , (6)

while the observability Gramian Q satisfies the reverse-
time PDPLE

Q = AT σQA+ CTC. (7)

Let Tk ∈ Rnk×nk be a K-periodic invertible matrix.
Two periodic systems (A,B, C) and (Ã, B̃, C̃) related by
the transformation

(Ã, B̃, C̃) = (σT −1AT , σT −1B, CT ) (8)

are called Lyapunov-similar and (8) is called a Lya-
punov similarity transformation. The Gramians P̃ and
Q̃ of the transformed system (Ã, B̃, C̃) satisfy

P̃ = T −1PT −T , Q̃ = T TQT .

For a completely reachable and completely observable
(i.e., minimal) periodic system, T can be determined
such that the transformed Gramians are equal and di-
agonal and thus the transformed periodic system is bal-
anced [17, 18]. The diagonal elements of the balanced
Gramians are called the Hankel singular values and are
the positive square-roots of the eigenvalues of the prod-
uct PQ. The maximum of them defines the Hankel-
norm of the given periodic system [2].

Let P = STS and Q = RTR be the Cholesky factoriza-
tions of Gramians. For a minimal system, in analogy
with the standard case [15], we can use the singular
value decomposition

RST = UΣVT , (9)

to compute the balancing transformation matrix T and
its inverse T −1 as

T = STVΣ−1/2, T −1 = Σ−1/2UTR.

Assume from now that the original periodic system (1)
is minimal and balanced and the periodic gramians are
partitioned as follows

Pk = Qk = Σk =
[

Σk,1 0
0 Σk,2

]
, (10)

where Σk,1 = diag(σk,1, . . . , σk,rk
), Σk,2 =

diag(σk,rk+1, . . . , σk,nk
) and σk,1 ≥ . . . ≥ σk,rk

>

σrk+1 ≥ . . . ≥ σk,nk
≥ 0. Let us partition the periodic

system matrices accordingly

Ak =
[

Ak,11 Ak,12

Ak,21 Ak,22

]
, Bk =

[
Bk,1

Bk,2

]
,

Ck =
[

Ck,1 Ck,2

]
(11)

The reduced order system (A11,B1, C1, ) can be consid-
ered, analogously to the standard case, as an approxi-
mation of the original system of order r = (r0, ..., rK−1).
The following theorem generalizes the results of [13] on
stability and minimality of the reduced model.

Theorem 1 Consider the balanced stable periodic sys-
tem (A,B, C, ) of order n and period K > 1, and
let (Ar,Br, Cr, ) := (A11,B1, C1, ) be the reduced peri-
odic system of order r resulted by truncation. Then
(Ar,Br, Cr, ) is asymptotically stable and minimal.

Proof. Consider the cyclic shift matrix

Zn =




0 · · · 0 InK−1

In0 · · · 0 0
...

. . .
...

...
0 · · · InK−2 0




and define (similar as done in [12] for constant dimen-
sions) the extended (or cyclic lifted) time-invariant sys-
tem

(Ae, Be, Ce) := (ZnA, ZnB, C)
corresponding to the periodic system (A,B, C). It can
be easily shown that the Gramians corresponding to
the extended system are P = Q = Σ and satisfy

Σ = AT
e ΣAe + BeB

T
e , Σ = AeΣAT

e + CT
e Ce.

Thus the extended system is balanced in the sense of
Moore [11] (see [19] for a similar result for constant
dimensions). Let T be the following (orthogonal) per-
mutation matrix

T =




Ir0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0 In0−r0 0 · · · 0
0 Ir1 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0 0 In1−r1 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
0 0 · · · IrK−1 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · InK−1−rK−1




It follows that the transformed extended system

(Ãe, B̃e, C̃e) := (TT AeT, TT Be, CeT )

is also balanced with the Gramians

P̃e = Q̃e = Σ̃ =

[
Σ̃1 0
0 Σ̃2

]
,



where Σ̃1 = diag(Σ0,1, . . . , ΣK−1,1) and Σ̃2 =
diag(Σ0,2, . . . , ΣK−1,2) result according to the partition
(10) of the periodic Gramians. It is known that the
extended system is asymptotically stable and minimal
provided the corresponding periodic system is asymp-
totically stable and minimal [2]. Corresponding to the
above partition of Gramians we can partition the ma-
trices of the transformed extended system as

Ãe =

[
Ãe,11 Ãe,12

Ãe,21 Ãe,22

]
, B̃e =

[
B̃e,1

B̃e,2

]
,

C̃e =
[

C̃e,1 C̃e,2

]

and apply the results of [13] to the reduced system de-
fined by (Ãe,11, B̃e,1, C̃e,1). It follows that this system is
stable and minimal (reachable and observable). How-
ever this system is nothing else but (ZrAr, ZrBr, Cr),
thus the reduced periodic system (Ar,Br, Cr, ) is stable
and minimal as well. 2

Consider now the periodic error system
(Aerr,Berr, Cerr, ) defined by the system matrices

Aerr,k =
[

Ak 0
0 Ak,11

]
, Berr,k =

[
Bk

Bk,1

]
,

Cerr,k =
[

Ck −Ck,1

]
(12)

The following theorem is a generalization of the main
result of [1] on guaranteed error bound.

Theorem 2 The H∞-norm of the periodic error sys-
tem (Aerr,Berr, Cerr, ) defined by (12) is bounded by

2
K−1∑

k=0

trΣk,2.

Proof. The H∞-norm of the stable periodic system
(Aerr,Berr, Cerr, ) is given by the H∞-norm of the
transfer-function matrix Gerr(z) of the corresponding
extended system [2]. By straightforward permutation
of state-variables of this system, it can be shown that

Gerr(z) = G(z)−Gr(z),

where G(z) and Gr(z) are the transfer-function matri-
ces corresponding to the extended systems defined in
Theorem 1, (Ãe, B̃e, C̃e) and (Ãe,11, B̃e,1, C̃e,1), respec-
tively. By applying the result of [1, Theorem 2], we
obtain that

‖G(z)−Gr(z)‖∞ ≤ 2tr Σ̃2

and this proves the theorem. 2

A finer bound based on the sum of distinct Hankel-
singular values in Σk,2 can be also derived using the

results of [8, Corollary 2.7]. This bound is analogous
to that of [9] for constant dimension periodic systems.

For an original minimal periodic system the reduced or-
der model resulting by the BT method can be computed
by performing first a balancing transformation and then
simply truncating the trailing states such that for a
given acceptable approximation error the above bound
is satisfied. This method is however not applicable if
the original system is non-minimal. Moreover, unnec-
essary accuracy loss can occur if balancing is performed
for badly scaled original systems. In what follows, we
discuss numerically reliable approaches to compute the
matrices of the reduced model by means of appropriate
truncation formulas.

4 Square-root BT method

For an asymptotically stable non-minimal periodic sys-
tem (A,B, C), the balancing transformation is not de-
fined because the system is not completely reach-
able and/or not completely observable, and thus, from
Proposition 1 or 2 Σ in (9) is not invertible. For such
a system, a reduced order model can be computed by
the BT approach by first determining a minimal real-
ization (Â, B̂, Ĉ) of the original system [18] and then
determining the reduced system (Ar,Br, Cr, ) using the
approach of the previous section.

We show now how it is possible to determine directly
the matrices of the reduced system (Ar,Br, Cr, ) using
appropriate truncation formulas which generalize those
in the standard case [15]. Let us write the singular
value decomposition (9) at each time instant k in the
partitioned form

RkST
k = [Uk,1 Uk,2 ]

[
Σk,1 0

0 Σk,2

]
[Vk,1 Vk,2 ]T , (13)

where Σk,1 ∈ Rrk×rk , Uk,1 ∈ Rnk×rk , Vk,1 ∈ Rnk×rk

and Σk,1 > 0. From the above decomposition define,
with Σ̃1 = diag (Σ0,1, . . . , ΣK−1,1), the truncation ma-
trices

L = Σ̃−
1
2

1 UT
1 R, T = STV1Σ̃

− 1
2

1 . (14)

Then the matrices of the reduced system can be com-
puted using the truncation formulas

Ar = σLAT , Br = σLB, Cr = CT . (15)

The computation of the reduced model relies exclu-
sively on square-root information (the Cholesky fac-
tors of Gramians) and this leads to a guaranteed en-
hancement of the overall numerical accuracy of compu-
tations. Note that the key computation in determining
the truncation matrices L and T is the solution of the
two PDPLEs (6) and (7) with time-varying dimensions
directly for the Cholesky factors of the Gramians.



5 Balancing-free square-root BT method

Ill-conditioned (i.e., nearly rank deficient) truncation
matrices L and T can result if the original system is
poorly scaled. Since LT = I, the pair (L, T ) defines a
projector T L, in analogy to the case of standard sys-
tems. Thus, for any invertible W compatible with the
pair (L, T ), the transformed pair of truncation matrices

(L̃, T̃ ) = (W−1L, T W) (16)

defines the same projected system but in a different co-
ordinate form. To avoid potential accuracy losses, an
alternative to balancing is to use a balancing-free ap-
proach to determine the truncation matrices. In stan-
dard case, such a method has been proposed in [14],
involving the computation of appropriate left/right in-
variant subspaces of the product PQ. A square-root
balancing-free approach for the periodic case can be de-
vised analogously as in case of standard systems [16], by
combining the square-root method with a balancing-free
method. Consider the QR-decompositions

STV1 = T̃ X , RTU1 = Z̃Y, (17)

where X and Y are nonsingular matrices and T̃ and
Z̃ are matrices with orthonormal columns. With the
already computed T̃ we define the corresponding L̃ as

L̃ = (Z̃T T̃ )−1Z̃T . (18)

We have the following result.

Theorem 3 The periodic system

(Ãr, B̃r, C̃r) := (σL̃AT̃ , σL̃B, CT̃ )

with L̃ and T̃ defined in (17) and (18) is Lyapunov-
similar to the reduced system (Ar,Br, Cr) obtained by
the square-root approach.

Proof. We observe that using (17) and (18), we can
relate the truncation matrices in (14) with L̃ and T̃ as

L = Σ̃−
1
2YT Z̃T = Σ̃−

1
2YT (Z̃T T̃ )L̃, T = T̃ X Σ̃−

1
2 .

Thus, according to (16) (Ãr, B̃r, C̃r) and (Ar,Br, Cr) are
Lyapunov-similar provided

W = Σ̃−
1
2YT (Z̃T T̃ )

is the corresponding similarity transformation having
as its inverse X Σ̃−

1
2 . This follows by checking that

Σ̃−
1
2YT (Z̃T T̃ )X Σ̃−

1
2 = Σ̃−

1
2UT

1 RSTV1Σ̃−
1
2 = I.

2

Since the balancing-free square-root approach always
constructs well-conditioned truncation matrices, the
use of this method for poorly scaled systems leads usu-
ally to an improvement of the overall computational
accuracy.

6 Numerical issues

The main computational problem to perform model re-
duction of periodic systems by using the BT approach
consists in solving a pair of PDPLEs of the forms (6)
and (7) directly for the Cholesky factors of the Grami-
ans. Numerical algorithms for this computations have
been proposed in [17] for the case of constant dimen-
sions, and in [18] for the case of time-varying dimen-
sions. Both algorithms represent extensions of the
method for standard systems proposed by Hammarling
[7]. The new methods rely on an initial reduction of the
periodic Lyapunov equations to simpler forms by using
the periodic Schur decomposition (PSD) of the product
of square matrices ΦA(K, 0) [3] or the extended PSD
of a square product ΦA(K, 0) of possibly rectangular
matrices [18]. The reduced equations are then solved
by using special forward substitution algorithms. Note
that to compute the Cholesky factors of the reachability
and observability Gramians a single computation of the
(extended) PSD of the monodromy matrix ΦA(K, 0) is
sufficient. In this way, the cost to solve the two PDPLEs
(6) and (7) is almost the same as the cost of solving a
single PDPLE. Important computational subproblems
are in this context the efficient and numerically stable
solution of order one or order two PDPLEs and of low
order discrete periodic Sylvester equations. Computa-
tional approaches for these subproblems are described
in detail in [17]. An alternative to the Schur approach
to solve periodic Lyapunov equations is to extend the
iterative square-root technique proposed for constant
dimensions in [17, Algorithm 5] to the time-varying
case.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed the order reduction of pe-
riodic systems using the BT approach. From theoret-
ical point of view we provide results which generalize
analogue ones for standard discrete-time systems for
the stability and minimality of the reduced system as
well as for the guaranteed approximation error bound.
The computation of the reduced system matrices can
be done by using numerically sound approaches: the
square-root method or the balancing-free square-root
methods. Both methods use exclusively square-root in-
formation in form of Cholesky factors of the Grami-
ans and therefore have guaranteed enhanced computa-
tional accuracy. We believe that these methods rep-
resent completely satisfactory numerical approaches to
solve periodic BT model reduction problems and can
serve as basis for robust numerical implementations.
The computational complexity of our approach to the
periodic model reduction problem is O(Kn3), where
n = max{ni}. Note that the computational complexity
of an LMIs-based approach, although still polynomial



in n, is at least with one order of magnitude higher.

The proposed setting with time-varying dimensions for
the BT model reduction of periodic systems seems to be
the only proper way to address the periodic model re-
duction problem. Note that time-varying orders of the
reduced system matrices result always when, in anal-
ogy to the standard systems case, the separation of
Hankel singular values is determined by a given error
tolerance. This contrasts to [20], where the interlac-
ing property of the periodic Hankel singular values has
been assumed. Note also that methods based on bal-
anced forms are restricted to periodic systems which
possess balanced minimal realizations with constant di-
mensions. It seems that ignoring the time-varying di-
mension aspect was the explanation for the lack of a
complete theory of model reduction for periodic sys-
tems.

Remark. During the preparation of the final
manuscript, we were aware of the recent work [10],
which partly parallels our results (Theorems 1 and 2).
However, in contrast to our approach, the method of
[10] does not address the reduction of non-minimal pe-
riodic systems.
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